Condition degraded by encroaching weeds.

Condition G instead of E because of logging history and overstocked stand.

No weeds.

Condition degraded to Marginal because of extreme overstocking and lack of understory vegetation.

No weeds.

Although developed, this polygon given a condition rating of poor. This is a drainfield that was covered only by mud and woodchips at the time of survey. It has been seeded with native grasses and forbs, but woodchip load and disturbed soil are expected to make establishment difficult.

Condition downgraded because of tree mortality. Weeds insignificant.

Downgraded to good from excellent because of trails and cabin development with some encroaching weeds within and adjacent to these facilities.

Conditions in this area degraded by trails, trampling, camping, and low priority weeds.

Conditions in this area degraded by trails, trampling, and both low and high priority weeds.

Dunal environment degraded by weeds. Portions are artificial. Portions have been covered with rip-rap. Foredune is seriously eroding... potential foredune washout in a storm event threatens the campground.

Conditions in this area degraded by trails, trampling, and both low and high priority weeds.

Legend

Area of Detailed Study
Approximate Park Boundary
Native Plant Community Condition

E - Excellent
G - Good
M - Marginal
M - Marginal to Good
M - Marginal to Excellent
P - Poor
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